MOLECULAR PHOTOACTUATORS AT THE NANOSCALE

Context. Transforming light energy into molecular motion represents a fascinated field that Nature wonderfully addresses in the vision and nyctinasty processes. Mimicking such energy conversion with adapted molecules and organic materials currently represents a buoyant topic, finding pervasive use as light-activatable valves, connectors, drug-containing patches, mechanical sensors or surface adhesives.\(^1\)

Research studies. Our approach will deal with the manufacturing and studies of photoelastic amorphous or crystalline materials, amenable to reversibly respond to light by melting, contracting/expanding, or orienting (Figure 1).\(^2\) Photochromic molecules, well-known in eye ware to adapt to outdoor lighting, will be targeted. They will incorporate liquid crystal moieties or long alkyl chains to facilitate cooperative motions after light-induced geometrical changes and get amplified motions. Specific optical setups equipped with various unpolarized and polarized light sources and coupled to mechanical measurements will be used to probe in situ the material deformation and quantify the rheological properties (viscosity, elasticity, stiffness). Such coupling at the nanoscale will require high control of the interfaces and operating conditions to provide reliable analyses that are very delicate when nano-objects are to be investigated. Additionally, usual material surface characterizations (zetametry, electron microscopy, UV-vis-IR spectroscopy) will be performed to assess the modifications in the intermolecular interactions. The resulting materials will find applications in acoustic imaging and modulation in the organization of magnetic and optical nanoparticles for data storage.

Profile. All studies will be performed in tight collaboration between two research units CEISAM – UMR CNRS 6230 and IMN – UMR CNRS 6502 at Nantes University France, acquainted with strong expertise in photochemistry and mechanical investigations at the nanoscale.\(^3\) They will bring to the candidate the ability to work in a very stimulating scientific atmosphere embracing energy and biology challenges, at the crossroad of molecular synthesis, photosciences, (nano)materials science and nanomechanics. The recruited candidate is thus expected to possess a strong working-together spirit, be open-minded and ready for interdisciplinarity, and have solid background in functional organic materials and/or physical chemistry.

Figure 1. Photoinduced matter displacement. A) Crystal-liquid transition under homogenous illumination. B) “Breathing” nanoparticles under dual color excitation. C) Sub-micrometer-high reliefs of thin films under structured illumination.
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